
IN THE 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE 
DISTRICT OF MARYLAND 

(Northern Division) 
 
ANTHONY C. CHRIST, et al., 
 

Plaintiffs, 
 
v. Civil Action No.:  RDB-15-3305 
 
 
TOWN OF OCEAN CITY, 
MARYLAND, 
 

Defendants. 
-o0o- 

PLAINTIFFS’ RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT’S  
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, AND  

SUPPLEMENT TO PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
 

There exists no dispute of material fact in this case. Rather, this case arises from Ocean                

City, Maryland’s profound misunderstanding of the law - the First Amendment - and Plaintiffs’              

challenge to the Boardwalk Ordinance that, in startling and myriad ways, runs afoul of the First                

Amendment.  

INTRODUCTION 

Ocean City’s Boardwalk Ordinance (“Chapter 62” or “the Ordinance”) is like no other.             

The Ordinance literally confines protected First Amendment speech to small boxes. The            

Ordinance completely bars protected First Amendment speech for hours each day and severely             

restricts it the remaining hours of the day. The Ordinance unequivocally requires those who seek               

to engage in such speech to “pre-register” with the government. And, the Ordinance             

encompasses a slew of restrictions on the manner of protected First Amendment speech that              

further burden speech.  All this is without lawful justification. 
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The result is that magicians, balloon artists, puppeteers, caricature artists, guitarists,           

mimes, and painters - the Plaintiffs here - are restrained and restricted in their speech activities to                 

a degree and in a manner not permitted by the First Amendment. The Town asserts that the                 

Ordinance is founded on “public safety” but points to no legitimate public safety interest. The               

Town instead points to its own aesthetic interests, debunked and irrational concerns, and general              

claims of congestion. None of the asserted claims justify the restrictions on speech that the               

Town has imposed. And none of the challenged restrictions are lawfully tailored to a legitimate               

and compelling government interest.  

MATERIAL FACTS AND STANDARDS 

The parties do not dispute many of the facts of this case. The Town generally challenges                

factual assertions made by Plaintiffs, but it has not supported its motion for summary judgement,               

or its response to Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment, with any affidavits to create a               

dispute of material fact. That is allowed by rule. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323                 

(1986). However, without record evidence contesting the facts presented by Plaintiffs in their             

affidavits, the facts must be accepted, as they are, as true. See Gholson v. Murry, 953 F. Supp.                  

709, 721 (E.D. Va. 1997); White by White v. Pierce Cty., 797 F.2d 812, 815 (9th Cir. 1986)                  

(accepting the facts stated in uncontested affidavits as true).  
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ARGUMENT 

I. Chapter 62 Is a Content-Based Regulatory Scheme and Thus Subject 
 to Strict Scrutiny. 

 
Chapter 62 is a regulatory scheme for a certain kind of speech: performing. Chapter 62               

does not regulate political speech and it does not regulate religious speech. Political speakers              

and religious speakers are not subject to Chapter 62 and thus are not confined by the place, time,                  

and manner restrictions of the law. That is plain on the face of the law and the Town has                   

admitted as much. (2nd Admissions ¶¶ 1–2.) Nonetheless, the Town argues that Chapter 62 is               

content-neutral. 

The Town misrepresents and misunderstands Chase and the prior Chapter 62. The prior             

Chapter 62 regulated all “peddling, hawking, soliciting, and street performing” on the            

Boardwalk. Chase v. Town of Ocean City, 825 F. Supp.2d 599, 618 (D. Md. 2011). (See Ex. E                  1

attached.) The prior Chapter 62 confined street performing and those other expressive activities             

to boardwalk street-ends. Judge Hollander noted in Chase that because the prior Chapter 62              

applied to all expressive activities it was content neutral. Id. at 620. The prior Chapter 62                

applied to more activity than Chapter 62. But in its papers, the Town asserts just the opposite:                 

“Chapter 62 governs no more activity than the previous regulation, which was found not to be                

content-based by Judge Hollander.” (ECF No. 83 at 2.) The Town is simply wrong and it has                 

1 Bizarrely, the Town contends that the “peddling, hawking, soliciting” regulated under the prior              
Chapter 62 encompasses the same conduct that the current Chapter 62 defines as “vending.”              
(ECF No. 83 at 2.) The current Chapter 62 defines “vending” as “[t]o sell, offer for sale, expose                  
or display for sale, solicit offers to purchase, barter or receive compensation for expressive              
materials.” However, “solicit” means “a :to make petition to :entreat; b :to approach with a               
request or plea.” Merriam-Webster, www.merriam-webster.com (Nov. 12, 2017). One “solicits”          
signatures for a petition; one “solicits” others to show support for a candidate, cause, viewpoint,               
religion, etc. 
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turned its argument inside out. “The location restriction applie[d] to all peddling, hawking,             

soliciting, or street performing, regardless of what is being peddled or hawked; regardless of              

whether the solicitation is commercial or non-commercial in nature; and regardless of the ideas              

communicated.” Chase, 825 F. Supp.2d at 618. Thus, as to that regulation, strict scrutiny was                

not due. Id. at 618–19. That regulation, however, was replaced by Ordinance 2015-11, i.e. the               

current Chapter 62. The current Chapter 62 restrains and restricts performing - a kind of speech -                 

to a degree that other expressive activity is not restrained. 

The Town, in its papers, misses this point. In Peck, the ordinance regulating the Fremont               

Street Experience is intended to “assuage confusion as to where expressive activity is             

appropriate, particularly activity engaged in by street performers.” (Emphasis added). Peck v.            

City of Las Vegas, No. 215CV02070JADPAL, 2016 WL 4697339, at *5 (D. Nev. Sept. 6, 2016).                

The ordinance limits the locations and equipment available for all expressive activity - not just               

performers. As to performers, the ordinance “expressly set[s] aside” locations for their use. But              

all “expressive activity” is restricted in location: away from building entrances, ATMs, fire lanes,              

and the like, in a tailored and limited form. Moreover, the ordinance in Las Vegas is founded on                  

compelling interests and is far more tailored than Chapter 62. As set forth infra, the ordinance                

controlling the Fremont Street Experience does not require registration by all performers (the             

District Court struck down that requirement); it does not confine performers at all for fourteen               

hours a day; it permits anonymity and spontaneity; it permits flexibility. 

In any event, whether Chapter 62 is subject to strict or intermediate scrutiny, it is so                

ill-tailored and so divorced from legitimate interests, that it cannot stand. 

II. Ocean City’s Stated Findings in Chapter 62 are Objectively Inaccurate 
and Do Not Demonstrate a Compelling Government Interest. 
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As discussed above, the Town needs to demonstrate a compelling government interest in             

order to justify its restrictions on speech, and the Town is unable to do so. Moreover, the Town                  

inaccurately characterizes its interests as laid out in its stated findings of Chapter 62. 

The Town must accurately identify, and provide examples of, the interests it purports to              

be furthering through content-based speech restrictions and those restrictions must advance those            

interests. Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 664 (1994). The Town fundamentally               

misinterprets the law in this area of First Amendment jurisprudence. The Town relies on              

Reynolds v. Middleton, 779 F.3d 222, 227 (2015), for the proposition that “courts generally do               

not require the government to present evidence to show the existence of a significant government               

interest; common sense and the holdings of prior cases have been found to be sufficient to                

establish, for example, that the government has a significant interest in public safety.” (ECF No.               

83 at 4.) The Town errs in two respects. First, the correct quotation for the above passage of                  

Reynolds begins “we generally have not required the government….” (Emphasis added). The            

Town edited the quotation to make it appear as though the proposition was held by several                

courts, not just the Fourth Circuit. Second, the Town ignores the use of the word “generally”,                

which qualifies the clauses that follow and makes it so that the proposition is not absolute, such                 

as in the instant case where the government cannot show any facts to support a compelling                

government interest.  

The Town also inaccurately describes the law as it applies to the Fourth Circuit. In               

Reynolds, the court cites to Ross v. Early, 746 F.3d 546, 555 (4th Cir. 2014), in support of the                   

quotation offered above by the Town. While Ross does assert that “a city’s interest in               

maintaining the safety, order, and accessibility of its streets and sidewalks is sufficient to justify               

a time, place, and manner regulation[,]” it also makes clear that “[t]his conclusion does not end                
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our inquiry, however, as it is not enough for the City to identify an interest that is significant in                   

the abstract.… [I]t must nonetheless make some evidentiary showing that the recited harms are              

real, not merely conjectural and that the Policy alleviates these harms in a direct and material                

way.” Id. at 55–56 (quotations and citations omitted). Therefore, the Town may not merely rely               

on the idea of public safety to enact any speech restrictions it pleases.  

The Town must show that there are concrete examples of incidents that put the public’s               

safety in jeopardy and that the proposed speech restrictions would address those specific issues.              

The Town states that all of its interests laid out in Chapter 62 “can be directly tied to the public                    

safety interest sought to be protected by Chapter 62[,]” as though its relation to public safety in                 

the abstract is sufficient. (ECF No. 83 at 5.) As described at length in the Memorandum in                 

Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary Judgment, just the opposite is true. (ECF No. 79-1 at                

23–25.) The Town states findings and purposes in Chapter 62 that are directly contradicted by               

admissions made by the Town. For example, Chapter 62 relies on “conflicting claims for the               

available spaces” which have resulted in “altercations.” However, the Town admits that there             

are no documented instances of altercations over space between performers from 2012 through             

2014. (1st Admissions ¶¶ 58–60.) The reason that several of the Town’s stated interests in               

Chapter 62 are without factual underpinning is because the Town, in drafting Chapter 62, copied               

extensively from Los Angeles’ Venice Beach boardwalk performing regulations, LAMC § 42.15.            

The circumstances surrounding performers on the Venice Beach boardwalk and the Boardwalk            

in Ocean City are extremely different. There were documented cases of altercations that became              

violent over performance spaces on the Venice Beach boardwalk. It strains the bounds of              

credulity for the Town to posit that it must regulate speech in Ocean City in an effort to further                   

its interest in the public safety concerns applicable to Venice Beach. If the Town were serious                
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about the public safety concerns of the Ocean City Boardwalk then it would have crafted its own                 

findings and purposes grounded in empirical fact instead of copying and paraphrasing those             

provided in LAMC § 42.15.  

The Town has provided no evidence to substantiate any compelling government interest            

that Chapter 62 might further. The Town has submitted no affidavits in these proceedings and               

relies solely on anecdotal assertions made during proceedings for the Boardwalk Task Force.             

The Town also mischaracterizes anecdotes from the Task Force proceedings. The Town            

misrepresents the number of examples it has documented for the issue of access for emergency               

vehicles from the Boardwalk to the beach. The Town cites several anecdotes from the              

Boardwalk Task Force hearings regarding potential performer interference with an emergency           

vehicle making a Boardwalk crossing. (ECF Nos. 78-2 at 37:12–14; 78-3 at 41, 43–44; 78-3 at                

83:4–15; 78-3 at 86:18 – 87:1.) These citations combined add up to a potential description of                

only one possible occurrence of performer interference. (ECF Nos. 78-3 at 43–44; 78-3 at 83:4 –                

15.) One anecdote does not describe any particular event regarding interference, and the other              

describes a performer actually assisting Beach Patrol with a Boardwalk crossing. (ECF Nos.             2

78-2 at 37:12–14; 78-3 at 86:18 – 87:1.)  

The Town is incorrect in stating that it need not conduct “an examination of crowds in a                 

systematic or objective way to determine where, when and why congestion happens.” (ECF No.              

83 at 8 (quotation omitted).) Judge Garbis made clear in Markowitz the law echoed by the                

Fourth Circuit above in Ross: mere conjecture is not enough when it comes to enacting               

restrictions and prohibitions on First Amendment activity. Markowitz v. Mayor & City Council,             

2 “Yea, [the guy that paints himself gold on the bicycle] does help the people move out of the                   
way when [Beach Patrol] are trying to cross with the lifeguard trucks or what have you.” (ECF                 
No. 78-3 at 86:18 – 87:1.)  
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et al., No. MJG-95-1401 (Md. June 22, 1995), Slip Op. at *19-20 (“For each target activity, the                 

City must consider when, where, and how the activity harms or threatens the City’s interests and                

develop an ordinance which directly address the evil posed by each activity.”).  

The Town wants to have its cake and eat it too. The Town claims that empirical study is                  

unnecessary because it relies on several different interests to underpin Chapter 62. However,             

when all of the Town’s purported interests fail to have necessary factual underpinning then it is                

clear that the Town has no interests at all. The Town overstates its evidence for all of its                  

purported interests and is not able to prove sufficient compelling interest related to the              

restrictions enacted in Chapter 62. 

III. Chapter 62 Operates as an Unlawful Prior Restraint. 

There is a “heavy presumption” against the validity of prior restraints and it is the               

government’s burden to prove the constitutionality of prior restraints. Forsyth County v.            

Nationalist Movement, 505 U.S. 123, 130 (1992); New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S.                

713 (1971). Prior restraints that require “filling out and submitting a written application,” and              

“waiting for the permit to be granted” substantially burden speech. Cox v. City of Charleston,               

SC, 416 F.3d 281, 285 (4th Cir. 2005). Los Angeles does not impose such prior restraints for the                  

Venice Boardwalk. Las Vegas imposed an overbroad prior restraint for a period, until the              

District Court in Peck struck it down. Peck v. City of Las Vegas, No. 215CV02070JADPAL,               

2016 WL 4697339, at *12 (D. Nev. Sept. 6, 2016). Such overboard prior restraints eliminate               

spontaneity and anonymity, traits the First Amendment values and which Ocean City evidently             3

does not.  

3 Within First Amendment jurisprudence, it is particularly well-recognized that: “Anonymity is a             
shield from the tyranny of the majority.” McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm'n, 514 U.S. 334, 357                
(1995). 
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Indeed, Ocean City has been down this road before. In Chase, Judge Hollander held that               

the prior Chapter 62, which required all performers and speakers to “register as an unlicensed               

solicitor,” was likely unconstitutional. Chase, 825 F. Supp.2d at 609–10. The prior Chapter 62              4

was particularly offensive to the First Amendment because it “effectively prohibit[ed]           

anonymous or spontaneous speech, solicitation, and performance.” Id. It was offensive too            

because it did not address any of the asserted governmental interests: congestion on the              

Boardwalk and “to protect children from potential inappropriate conduct by costumed street            

performers, whose identities would be hidden by the costumes.” Id. at 630. The prior restraint               

imposed was “overbroad and insufficiently tailored to the legitimate interests that the City has              

articulated.” Id. 

The prior restraints imposed by the current Chapter 62 suffer from the very same defects.               

Such defects have been repeatedly addressed by the courts. In Cox v. City of Charleston, SC,                

416 F.3d 281, 286 (4th Cir. 2005), the City of Charleston required a permit for almost all speech                  

activities but failed to show “why burdening such expression is necessary to facilitate its interest               

in keeping its streets and sidewalks safe, orderly, and accessible.” Id. In Berger v. City of Seattle,                 

569 F.3d 1029, 1037 (9th Cir. 2009), Seattle Center required permits for every individual who               

desired to engage in speech activities but the registration requirement was “not limited to only               

those performers who seek to attract (or who do, in fact, attract) a crowd of a sufficiently large                  

size.” Id. at 1040. The requirement was not tailored to the asserted interests: “reducing territorial               

and other disputes involving street performers, and coordinating uses at a public park.” Id.              

Worse yet, it eliminated spontaneous speech and dissuaded anonymous speech. Id. at 1038. In              

Peck v. City of Las Vegas, No. 215CV02070JADPAL, 2016 WL 4697339, at *1 (D. Nev. Sept.                

4 The decision arose from an action for a preliminary injunction.  
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6, 2016), Las Vegas required registration of performers who desired to use unallotted or vacant               

performance spaces. There was no need to require registration of all performers and to do so                

unlawfully burdened spontaneous and anonymous speech. Id.  

The current Chapter 62 is a prior restraint. It requires every individual who desires to               

perform on the Boardwalk to go register a week beforehand. See Code 62-8. A performer must                

either register and participate in the lottery in person or register and select a designated space                

unclaimed during the lottery. A performer cannot claim and utilize an unassigned space             

spontaneously for use on the same day or even the next day. (First Admissions ¶¶ 23–25.) A                 

performer cannot claim and utilize an unassigned space anonymously. (First Admissions ¶¶            

26–27.) A performer - of any size, character, and nature - can only perform on the Boardwalk if                  

he or she has registered with the Town in advance.  

Ocean City does not contend that Chapter 62 is not a prior restraint on speech. Instead, it                  

asserts that the prior restraints are “reasonable” (ECF No. 83 at 9.) It asserts that in imposing the                  

prior restraints, “the Town sought to ensure public safety by removing performer monitoring             

responsibility from law enforcement.” (ECF No. 78-1 at 17.) It asserts that “the Town furthers               

its goals of protecting public safety by obtaining identifying information from performers at the              

lottery registration.” (ECF No. 78-1.) The Town turns First Amendment jurisprudence on its             5

head and asserts that the prior restraint imposed is intended to “strik[e] a balance between rights                

5 The Town goes on: “the Ordinance … assists the Town in ensuring the public safety by                 
affording them identifying information as to every performer in a designated space[].” (ECF No.              
78-1 at 18.) The only public safety issue identified was debunked in Chase. The public safety                
issue identified by the Town is: “the public has expressed concerns about knowing the identity of                
street performers to prevent reoccurrence of a child molestation incident that happened a number              
of years ago. By requiring each performer to register for a designated space, even if that                
performer missed the lottery, the City furthers its state purpose of protecting the public by               
acquiring identifying information of each performer that is on the Boardwalk.” (ECF No. 78-1 at               
19.)  
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of the performers, business owners and public.” (ECF No. 83 at 10; 78-1 at 17.) It contends that                  

Chapter 62 is narrowly tailored because it imposes its prior restraints only on the portion of the                 

boardwalk that has crowds for performers, and not on the portion of the boardwalk where crowds                

are too thin to justify performing.  

The asserted interests do not justify the prior restraints of Chapter 62. The Town’s first               

asserted interest is a matter of convenience for it. The Town desires to have the Town Clerk                 

review all “performers” in advance so that the Town Clerk may determine whether the stated               

performance is “acceptable.” (ECF No. 78-1 at 20.) The Clerk is to “pre-screen performers’ acts               

to ensure that their would-be performance fits within the definition of ‘performing.’” (Id.) By so               

doing, “the Town relieves its police officers/City Clerk from unnecessarily monitoring the            

performers.” (Id.) That is not a “compelling” government interest. It is certainly not an interest               

that justifies eliminating all spontaneity and anonymity on the Boardwalk. There is no logic and               

no case that supports the Town’s position. 

The Town’s other asserted interest has previously been debunked. The only particular            

public safety issue identified by the Town is: “the public has expressed concerns about knowing               

the identity of street performers to prevent reoccurrence of a child molestation incident that              

happened a number of years ago. By requiring each performer to register for a designated space,                

even if that performer missed the lottery, the City furthers its stated purpose of protecting the                

public by acquiring identifying information of each performer that is on the Boardwalk.” (ECF              

No. 78-1 at 19 (emphasis added.)) In Chase, Judge Hollander addressed the same claimed              

interest by the Town: “Here, the only interests that Ocean City has advanced in support of the                 

registration requirement are the City's desires to protect children from potential inappropriate            

conduct by costumed street performers, whose identities would be hidden by the costumes, and              
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to protect street performers from unfounded accusations of misconduct.” Chase, 825 F. Supp.2d             

at 629. While a legitimate interest, the required registration under the prior Chapter 62 was               

“vastly overinclusive.” Id. “Rather than applying only to costumed performers, ... the ordinance             

applie[d] to all performers (regardless of whether they perform for children or in costume)....” Id.               

Moreover, the required registration did not involve “any precautions against predation on            

children (such as checking an applicant against a sex offender registry, or a criminal background               

check).” Id. The current Chapter 62 is, in these respects, exactly the same. It does not                

differentiate between those in costume (and thus perhaps unidentifiable) and those not in             

costume and it does not invoke any “precaution against predation.” More fundamentally, there is              

no evidence and no logic to support the bald allegation that performers are likely or more likely                 

than the general public to act inappropriately towards children.  

Last, the Town claims that the prior restraints of Chapter 62 are necessary to balance the                

“rights” of “business owners and the public.” But, of course, neither business owners nor other               

individuals have “a right” to know the identities of expressive speakers. To the contrary, First               

Amendment activity is chilled and undermined when government demands that speakers identify            

themselves by submitting to required registrations, and when it demands that speakers delay and              

defer their speech activities for days without justification. That is what Chapter 62 does. And in                

that regard it is starkly an outlier compared to the regulatory schemes of the Venice boardwalk                

and the Freemont Experience. Those schemes allow for anonymous and spontaneous speech, as             

they must to pass constitutional muster. 

IV. Chapter 62 Violates Established Tenets of Permissible Time, Place, and  
Manner Restrictions. 

A. Chapter 62 Includes Unlawful Time Restrictions. 
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Chapter 62 completely bans performing on the Boardwalk for nine hours a day. No              

comparable ordinance bans expressive speech. Under Chapter 62, for the remaining fifteen            

hours of the day, performers are confined to designated spaces. Such sweeping restrictions are in               

no measure tailored to a legitimate interest. Restrictions on expressive activity must be narrowly              

tailored in time. A ban on expressive activity is highly suspect and courts are loath to endorse a                  

complete ban. See Cox v. City of Charleston, SC, 416 F.3d 281, 287 (4th Cir. 2005) (affirming                 

holding that complete ban on demonstrations on Sunday was unconstitutional).   6

Chapter 62 bans all performing between 1 a.m. and 10 a.m. See Code 62-10(k). The               

Town’s stated interest is: “[t]he desire for a ‘reasonable’ ending time for performers” as              

expressed to the Task Force. (ECF No. 83 at 10.) The Town’s stated interest reflects no more                 

than the personal gripes of some of those who testified before the Task Force: “At the Task                 

Force hearings, members of the public discussed the annoyance and inconvenience experienced            

by various persons as a result of [] performers playing hours into the night.” (ECF No. 78-1.)                 

The Town offers no more reason than that. (ECF No. 83 at 10–11.) That reason is absolutely                 

insufficient and indeed abhorrent to the First Amendment. The Town completely bans speech,             

regardless of the noise level or noiselessness of the speech, for nine hours a day. Indeed, the                 

6 See also Service Employees International Union, Local 5 v. City of Houston, 595 F.3d 588 (5th                  
Cir. 2010) (affirming holding that complete ban on parades except during two hours a day was                
unconstitutional); Ohio Citizen Action v. City of Englewood, 671 F.3d 564, 566–67 (6th Cir.              
2012) (holding a ban on all door-to-door canvassing and soliciting between 6 p.m. and 9 a.m.                
was unconstitutional); Reeves v. McConn, 631 F.2d 377, 384 (5th Cir. 1980) (holding a ban on                
all sound amplification for 6 hours each afternoon unconstitutional); Ass'n of Cmty.            
Organizations for Reform Now v. City of Frontenac, 714 F.2d 813, 818 (8th Cir. 1983) (holding                
a ban on all door-to-door canvassing and soliciting between 6 p.m. and 9 a.m. was               
unconstitutional); Beckerman v. City of Tupelo, Miss., 664 F.2d 502, 516 (5th Cir. 1981)              
(holding a prohibition on sound amplification between the hours of 6:00 p. m. and 9:00 a. m.                 
unconstitutional); New Jersey Citizen Action v. Edison Twp., 797 F.2d 1250, 1262 (3d Cir. 1986)               
(holding bans on door-to-door soliciting and canvassing after 5 p.m., 6 p.m., and sunset              
unconstitutional).  
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Town nowhere explains why or how its existing noise ordinances are at all insufficient. The               

Town bans speech before the Boardwalk’s businesses all close (bars can remain open until 2               

a.m.). (Young Aff. ¶13.) It continues to ban speech through 10 a.m., well-after most people               

wake up and begin their day. The Town nowhere explains the rationale for that time. And no                 

rationale is evident: what interest does the Town have in keeping a balloon artist or magician off                 

the Boardwalk until 10 a.m. Nothing about the ban is tailored to a compelling government               

interest.  

Chapter 62 imposes its severe place and manner restrictions beginning at 10 a.m.              

without any rationale or compelling interest. The Town offers no rationale at all in its papers.                

(ECF Nos. 78-1 at 83.) The Boardwalk does not begin to see crowds until late in the day. See                   

Chase, 825 F. Supp.2d at 605; Markowitz v. Mayor & City Council, et al., No. MJG-95-1401                

(Md. June 22, 1995), Slip Op. at 15. Until such time as the Town examines pedestrian traffic in                  

an objective and systematic manner, as directed by Judge Garbis in Markowitz, no restrictions              

can stand as constitutional. Slip Op. at *19-20.  

 B. Chapter 62 Includes Unlawful Place and Manner Restrictions. 

Chapter 62 unconstitutionally regulates speech throughout the most vibrant and          

meaningful parts of a traditional public forum. The Town improperly implies that limiting its              

regulations to the Boardwalk, specifically the section of the Boardwalk south of Ninth Street,              

would qualify as narrow tailoring in regards to place. (ECF No. 83 at 11.) Also, the Town                 

couches its overly broad manner restrictions in its unsupported interest of public safety.  

Courts have been unwilling to uphold restrictions on speech in a public forum unless              

those restrictions are “laser focused.” Peck v. City of Las Vegas, No. 215CV02070JADPAL,             

2016 WL 4697339 at *11 (D. Nev. Sept. 6, 2016); see also Berger v. City of Seattle, 569 F.3d                   
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1029, 1041 (9th Cir. 2009) (striking down performer regulations that applied “to an             

extraordinarily broad group of individuals, the vast majority of whom are not responsible for the               

‘evil’ the City seeks to remedy.”); Dowd v. City of Los Angeles, No. CV 09–06731 DDP, 2013                 

WL 4039043 at 9* (C.D. Cal. August 7, 2013) (upholding regulations that allowed for              

performers without bulky equipment to perform anywhere on the boardwalk without having to             

abide by said regulations). In addition, regulations on First Amendment activity must still afford              

speakers the opportunity to “reach the intended audience.” Berger, 569 F.3d at 1049 (citation              

omitted). 

Chapter 62 overwhelmingly and arbitrarily limits where and how speech can occur on the              

Boardwalk without specifically solving a particular problem or allowing a performer to reach             

their intended audience. For example, the Town asserts that it prohibited performances at             

Dorchester Street because of an unsupported anecdote from a Lieutenant Ward Kovacs of Beach              

Patrol regarding a single instance where a performer may have interfered with the crossing of               

emergency vehicles from the Boardwalk to the beach. (ECF No. 78-1 at 12.) No affidavits were                

submitted by the Town for Lieutenant Kovacs. The Town admits that on no occasion in 2012                

through 2014 were emergency or law enforcement units forced to delay response to emergency              

situations until crowds gathered around performers and vendors could move or until performers             

and vendors had dismantled their set ups. (1st Admissions ¶¶ 70–72.) As Lieutenant Kovacs              

described, emergency vehicles make between twenty to forty Boardwalk crossings per day at             

Dorchester Street, averaging 3000 crossings per year, most of which are not related to an               

emergency situation. (ECF No. 78-3 at 40–41.) The prohibition of performers from Dorchester             

Street because of one possible performer interaction with emergency services, out of 3000             

crossings in a season, is not a narrowly tailored regulation on speech. To compound matters,               
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Chapter 62 does not apply to political or religious speakers, who are free to inhabit Dorchester                

Street and solicit crowds in the exact way that Lieutenant Kovacs said would inhibit emergency               

vehicles from making a Boardwalk crossing. (2nd Admissions ¶¶ 1–2.) Plaintiffs submitted into             

the record documentation of a group of religious speakers orating and engaging a crowd at               

Dorchester Street during the high season of 2017. (ECF No. 80 at 15–16.) The Town admits that                 

in 2016 and 2017 there were religious performers on the Boardwalk who did not comply with                

Chapter 62 and whose actions were not challenged by the police. (3rd Admissions ¶¶ 1–2.)  

The Town limits protected speech on the entire part of the Boardwalk where performers              

have an interest in participating in First Amendment activity. The Town asserts that it does not                

limit speech on the entire Boardwalk but only the most heavily traveled areas of the Boardwalk.                

(ECF No. 78-1 at 14.) The Town relies on McCullen v. Coakley, 134 S.Ct. 2518, 2535 (2014),                 

for the proposition that “a government has an interest in the unobstructed and free flow of traffic                 

on roadway [sic] and sidewalks.” (ECF No. 78-1 at 14.) The Town reads McCullen far too                

broadly. While McCullen did find that a municipality had an interest in ensuring public safety               

through the free flow of traffic on streets and sidewalks, the Court struck down a series of buffer                  

zones, which restricted speech outside of three Planned Parenthood establishments, because “the            

buffer zones impose serious burdens on petitioners’ speech.” Id. The buffer zones in McCullen              

“carve out a significant portion of the adjacent public sidewalks, pushing petitioners well back              

from the clinics’ entrances and driveways.” Id. Chapter 62 creates similar buffer zones called              

designated spaces, but instead of keeping speakers out of those spaces it limits performers to               

only conduct First Amendment activity in those tiny spaces. Also similar to McCullen, certain              

designated spaces push performers far off of the Boardwalk and relegate them to a space where                

pedestrians on the Boardwalk do not regularly pass. See (ECF No. 80 at 10.) (a photo of a                  
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performer who was assigned a designated space that is far off of the Boardwalk and in the tram                  

lane). Just as the buffer zones in McCullen “deprived petitioners of their two primary methods               

of communicating with patients,” the designated spaces fundamentally limit many performers           

from their primary method of communicating with pedestrians on the Boardwalk. Id. at 2536.              

The Court in McCullen gives great weight to the fact that petitioners reached far fewer               

individuals with their speech after the buffer zones were instituted. Id. at 2535. Almost all of                

the Plaintiffs attest that since the enactment of Chapter 62 they have reached significantly fewer               

pedestrians on the Boardwalk with their speech. See (ECF. Nos. 79-13 ¶¶ 18, 28, 79-14 ¶¶                

12–13, 79-18 ¶¶ 11–12, 79-19 ¶¶ 10–11, 79-20 ¶¶ 9–10.)  

Different performers need different types of accommodations for their performances, in           

terms of location, size, and mobility because “[t]he crowd that street performers draw on the               

boardwalk vary considerably....” Chase, 825 F. Supp. 2d at 605. Chapter 62 limits all performers               

to a small number of designated spaces that are, at most, 100 square feet, many of which are in                   

undesirable locations. These restrictions were enacted even though “[t]he Task Force has not             

conducted a specific analysis to identify the appropriate number and configuration of spaces on              

each street end.” (Report at 58.) By putting all performers’ free speech in a box, the Town has                  

not narrowly tailored Chapter 62.  

Chapter 62 denies performers the opportunity to participate in First Amendment activity            

spontaneously and anonymously. Even though most designated spaces remain empty all day,            

performers may not perform in a designated space unless they successfully participate, in-person,             

in a lottery a week before their intended performance. If a performer is offered a designated                

space at the lottery, the performer must provide the Town Clerk with their name and the nature                 

and scope of their performance. See Code § 62-8. The Town justifies the lottery and               
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pre-screening by the Town Clerk because of its interests in limiting “prolonged exposure by              

members of the public to the same performer,” and “removing performer monitoring            

responsibility from law enforcement….” (ECN Nos. 78-1 at 14 and 83 at 11.) The Town claims                

that all of its restrictions further interests that are couched in efforts to promote public safety.                

The interests quoted above are, at best, self-serving and in no way further any notion of public                 

safety. While it offends the notion of basic First Amendment principles to prohibit anonymous              

or spontaneous speech in a traditional public forum, it also strains the bounds of common sense                

that under Chapter 62 a 15 year old on vacation with their family cannot jump onto the                 

Boardwalk with their guitar to play a few songs. The Town has not narrowly tailored Chapter 62                 

to further any arguable compelling government interest.  

C. Chapter 62 Includes Unlawful Advertising Restrictions. 

Chapter 62 bans “advertising” by performers about their performances. That the Town            

does not deny. (ECF No. 83 at 11.) Instead, it asserts that this sweeping ban is justified. But the                   

stated interest is hardly compelling or even sensible: “Defendant avers that the justification             

behind this regulation is to limit collateral effects of widespread advertising could have on the               

Boardwalk.” (ECF No. 83 at 11.) The Town goes on: “By requiring performers to only advertise                

on the street end on which they are performing, [the Town] limits litter and potential obstructions                

that could cause additional congestions on the Boardwalk.” (ECF No. 83 at 12.) The possibility,               

and even the actuality, of litter are not compelling grounds to restrict speech. See Schneider v.                

New Jersey, 308 U.S. 147, 163–64 (1939) (“[T]he public convenience in respect of cleanliness of               

the streets does not justify an exertion of the police power which invades the free communication                

of information and opinion secured by the Constitution.”); Martin v. City of Struthers, 319 U.S.               

141, 143 (1943) (“[The right to distribute literature] may not be withdrawn even if it creates the                 
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minor nuisance for a community of cleaning litter from its streets.”). Moreover, the Town does               

not explain how its separate littering ordinances are insufficient. It does not explain how existing               

prohibitions on placing or affixing obstructions on the Boardwalk are insufficient. More            

fundamentally, the Town does not explain - or point to anything in the record - that supports the                  

premise of the Town’s assertion, that performers have ever been inclined towards “widespread”             

advertising in any form in a manner harmful to the Boardwalk. There is no evidence of that at                  

all. The advertising provisions of Chapter 62 are vague, overbroad, and not at all narrowly               

tailored.  

CONCLUSION 

In concocting Chapter 62, Ocean City, Maryland perverted well-established tenets of           

First Amendment law. Where the First Amendment demands credible, substantial, and           

compelling government interests to justify speech restrictions in a public forum, the Town offers              

hollow claims of protecting public safety and sweeping entitlements to control the Boardwalk             

(and stands too on its own gripes with the performers and their performances). Where the First                

Amendment has little tolerance for far-reaching registration schemes, Chapter 62 requires every            

performer - every magician, every mime, every teenager with a guitar - to register with the                

Town, and to do so days before they can perform. Where the First Amendment demands               

narrowly tailored time, place, and manner restrictions, Chapter 62 imposes severe restrictions            

beyond those of any comparable scheme and, in many instances, barely tethered to the interest               

offered to justify the restriction. Unlike any other comparable scheme, Chapter 62 bans speech              

for hours each day, and for the remainder of the day, rigidly confines performers to small spaces                 

- often awkward or disrespected - literally boxing in expressive speech and denying the ability to                

speak outside of those spaces.  
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Plaintiffs are entitled to judgment as a matter of law, which judgment must declare              

Chapter 62 unconstitutional and which must enjoin its further enforcement. 
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